INTRODUCING THE

PROFESSIONAL 4G
FEATURE PHONE
4G LTE
SUPER TOUGH
MULTI-DAY BATTERY 1800mAh
EXCEPTIONAL GERM DEFENSE
100+ LUMEN TORCH

CAT B40

WORK SMART - HOLD STRONG - STAY CONNECTED

®

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
BEYOND RUGGED
Drop tested
Ingress protection
Waterproof
Military standards
Temperature

Up to 1.8m (6ft) on to steel
IP68, IP69 - Sand, dust and dirt resistant
To a depth of 1.2m for up to 35 mins
MIL SPEC 810H
-25C to 55C (-13F - 131F)

HYGIENE PLUS

Antibacterial protection
Soap and water
Alcohol
Bleach

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

SUPER BRIGHT

Home to a powerful torch. Front facing,
super-bright 100+ lumens torch lending you a
helping hand when it’s needed most.

DESIGN

Dimensions
Weight
Colour

145x62x18mm
157g
Black

BATTERY

Capacity
Type
Talk time
Standby Time

1800mAh
Lithium Ion
11 hours
30 days

BEYOND RUGGED

The Cat B40 comes with an IP68 and IP69 ingress rating which is unique for a feature phone
at this price. What’s tough about this phone? Plenty actually. Accidentally drop it and its
going to bounce, drop it in water or powerwash it if you need to, it will keep on going.

HYGIENE PLUS

For the first time, all external components of this product
have been blended with silver ion-based antimicrobial
additive for exceptional Germ Defense (ISO22196)
keeping you, your colleagues and your family safe.

FEATURES

Camera
Display
Bluetooth
Audio jack
USB
Torch
Processor
Operating system
GSM bands
3G bands
4G bands
VoLTE
SIM
SD support

2MP
2.4” QVGA
5.0
Yes 3.5mm
Type C
Super bright 100+ lumens
Unisoc T117
Proprietary
2,3,5,8
1,2,5,8
1,3,7,8,20,28
Yes, operator dependant
Nano (Single and dual variants)
Yes MicroSD up to 32GB*

* Larger cards may work if formatted to FAT32 in the device (done via Menu, Apps, Organiser, Files, move right to SD Card tab)

CONFIDENCE UNDER PRESSURE

Out on the job you don’t have time to mess around. It’s reassuring to
know the B40 won’t let you down. Deliberately, this phone is NOT packed
with complex features; this phone is simply about calls and texts under
pressure, and getting the job done each and every time.
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